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As Greece is slowly coming out from the worst recession in its history the energy 
sector is expected to play a key role in supporting a return to economic growth. 
Apart from the funding required for the  infrastructure used by different forms of 
energy, ranging from electricity, oil and gas to renewables, energy efficiency and co-
genera=on, the energy sector is attracting much needed investment for new 
projects, but also for marketing activities following electricity and gas market 
deregulation and rising competition. The ongoing privatization programme of major 
state controlled enterprises in electricity and gas is attracting further investor 
interest together with Greece’s effort to exploit its considerable hydrocarbon 
resources. 
 
“Greek Energy Directory 2016” aims to provide a thorough description of the current  
state of Greece’s energy sector but also project an outlook of likely developments in 
the years ahead. The industry’s response to our request for information and 
individual contributions through articles and description of company activities, has 
been overwhelming necessitating postponement of CED’s publication, originally 
scheduled for early 2016. Consequently “Greek Energy Directory 2016” has 
outgrown its scope and has become a truly comprehensive source of information on 
Greece’s buoyant energy sector. 
 
This Energy Directory is designed to meet the information needs of both the investor 
and energy entrepreneur alike and the energy professional at large. The “Energy 
Directory”contains nine chapters covering the whole spectrum of resources and 
activities of the energy sector. A series of articles and analysis by well known energy 
experts and senior executives of the sector’s leading companies provide useful 
background on all aspects of energy related activities in Greece. Furthermore, a well 
researched list of companies and organizations of the Greek Energy sector 
compliments the body of knowledge presented in this publication. Starting back in 
1984 when the first “Greek Energy Directory” was published, and then in 2001 when 
the review of “The Energy Market in Greece” was released, the present publication 
comes to fill an important information gap. It is hoped that the “Greek Energy 
Directory 2016” will prove both useful and inspiring for all concerned and engaged in 
one of the most dynamic sectors of the Greek economy. 


